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They brought the aggressor even nearer to the capital
of the country ; they put a premium upon any future
aggression of his. They offered ^ Ethiopia no guarantee
that she would not be attacked again.
In fact, they guaranteed that she would be attacked again. For
they asked her to sign away her claims under the Covenant
that her territorial integrity and independence should be
protected by fellow-members of the League.
That done, she could never appeal to the Covenant
again.
And that is why the Emperor and Colson rejected the
terms.
The Emperor went out to the war against the Italians
a learner.
Conversation at his table turned rather on matters of
military detail than on sweeping movements involving
constant reference to the geography of East Africa. At
dinner he spoke about the calibre, range, traverse and
efficiency of the machine-guns on the tanks captured at
Anale and Enda Selasi, about the speed, range and petrol
capacity of this or that plane or the suitability for different
purposes of this or that camera or this or that breed of
camel. One had the impression of a tireless yet outwardly
impassive mind, seeking always for precision in points of
detail and building up a whole out of the smallest elements.
Once a detail was established from an expert source it was
established for ever, and this gave the Emperor his dignified
imperturbability.
Next day was Christmas Day.
Holmes, Lowenthal and I decided to take out the old
lorry and drive some distance north along Bietry's road,
by which the Emperor intended to move northward to
Korem.
The servants, Addis Ababa bred and without arms, did
not want to come. A journey, however short, towards the
front somewhat alarmed them. The muleteers insisted on
ten more thalers to " buy grass " for the mules—-a fruitful
source of peculation in this grassy land. We settled the
difficulty by giving separate sheep to the Christian and the
Moslem servants and a little tej to cheer the heart and
blind the eye of our soldier guard. Before nightfall we

